
   

Press Release 

APACHE COUNTY STEWARDSHIP COMING TO REALIZATION 

Apache County, AZ – (January 5th, 2012) – Creating firebreaks for the health, safety, and welfare of the 

citizens has been the top priority for Apache County ever since the aftermath of the devastating Wallow 

Fire. As Chairman of the Board, Supervisor R. John Lee has confronted the Forest Service to meet the 

demands of the County. Resolutions passed by the Board demanded that the Forest Service needs thin 

out the forest around the mountain communities in Apache County. The message was clear; “Clean it up 

or we will” and that message has been delivered with force by Apache County. Backed by Sheriff 

Dedman and Chief Deputy Eagar, Apache County asserted its authority to protect the health, safety, and 

welfare of Apache county residents. 

 Supervisor Lee has addressed these issues with the USFS Regional Office, Supervisor and staff, 

proposing these plans and ideas within an atmosphere of coordination, attaining buy-in, commitments 

and support for these projects. Over the last few weeks Chairman Lee, County Manager Delwin Wengert, 

and Natural Resource Consultant Doyel Shamley met with Regional Forest Supervisor Corbin Newman 

in the Albuquerque office. During their meeting with Corbin Newman, they were given his support and 

the green light to work with Apache-Sitgreaves Acting Forest Supervisor Jim Zornes, to work out the 

details of an Apache County Stewardship Contract for thinning the areas of concern within Apache 

County. Those efforts are in the works and with federal funding should be realized in the near future.  

 

 “We are anxious to create our own Apache County Stewardship Contract with the Forest Service which 

will allow Apache County to protect our citizens and prevent devastating wildfires like the Wallow fire 

from endangering our communities,” stated Supervisor Lee. “With continued collaboration and 

coordination with federal agencies there is no doubt in my mind that we will have not only the means to 

thin firebreaks around our communities but the thinning process should be started well before the next 

fire season. It appears our efforts are paying off and we will not have to confront the Forest Service to 

get the work done but we will be able to work hand in hand in the protection of our communities,” 

added Lee. 

“Over the next weeks several County and USFS officials and employees will be creating the framework of 

the agreement.  These will include thinning within the scope of an ecologically balanced tree and fuel-load 

density for fire protection along with adding protection to watershed’s, fisheries and habitat. The projects 
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around the communities and infrastructure in Apache County should welcome jobs in our Apache 

County communities. We also will continue to maintain a close working relationship with the Forest 

Service to tackle any challenges.” 

 

 


